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Hollister Hall

- Handicap access parking is available in Hollister Parking Lot
- Hollister Hall has a handicap accessible entrance on the side of the building on the same road as Reynolds Campus Center (not the entrance across from Trim Dining Hall)
- Hollister Hall has two elevators

This is the handicap accessible entrance of Hollister Hall.

These are the handicap accessible buttons to be used when entering and exiting Hollister Hall.
Hollister Lobby

After entering Hollister Hall through this entrance, there will be two elevators—one is directly ahead, and the other is on the right after entering.

The first elevator is located on the right of the entrance when entering (or left of the entrance when exiting). This elevator on the 3rd floor leads to the bridge which connects Hollister and Reynolds 2nd floor.

If one wishes to take the other elevator, walk straight after entering and the elevator will be on the right, after walking past Babson Undergraduate Center for Career Development.

This is the pathway to the lobby elevator. On the right is the Undergraduate Center for Career Development. Walk past the third column to find the lobby elevator on the right side.
Hollister Lobby (cont.)

The lobby elevator is located on the right upon walking straight.
Horn Complex

- The complex consists of Kriebel Hall, Gerber Hall, Horn Library, Horn Computer Center, and Babson Hall in that order. All of these buildings are connected.
- Horn Complex also has the Writing Center and Math Resource Center.
- The closest handicap accessible parking to this complex is in Babson Parking Lot
- There are two elevators: one in Kriebel Hall, and one in Horn Library.

Kriebel Hall

- Handicap accessible entrance next to Gerber hall. Other entrance across from Glavin Chapel has no steps, but requires door assistance.
- Kriebel Hall has one elevator.
  - To access the first floor or second floor of Kriebel Hall, enter through the entrance next to Gerber Hall.

Handicap accessible entrance to the first floor of Kriebel Hall (across from Gerber Hall entrance)
Kriebel Hall Lobby

After entering through this entrance, there will be an elevator on the right. The elevator leads to the 2nd floor hallway, between Kriebel Hall and Gerber Hall. Kriebel Hall will be on the right upon exiting, and Gerber Hall on the left.

To access faculty offices on the sublevel (between the first and second floor) of Kriebel Hall, enter through the other entrance. This other entrance is across from the Glavin Chapel.

Gerber Hall

- Two handicap accessible entrances (1 near Kriebel Hall, and 1 near Horn Library)
- No elevator. Continue reading for method to reach the second floor
- Note that the men’s restroom is on the first floor, and the women’s restroom is on the second floor.
  - To access the first floor of Gerber Hall, enter through the entrance next to Kriebel Hall or through the entrance near Horn Library.
This is the handicap accessible entrance to Gerber Hall that is across from Kriebel Hall.

To access the second floor of Gerber Hall, refer to the directions to accessing the second floor of Kriebel Hall. Gerber Hall will be to the left after exiting the elevator on the second floor in Kriebel Hall.

The faculty offices on the sublevel of Gerber Hall are not handicap accessible. Please speak to professors about meeting in more convenient locations.
**Horn Library & Horn Computer Center:**

- One handicap accessible entrance on the right side of Horn Library. Horn Computer Center has an entrance with no stairs, so it is accessible with door assistance.
- Horn Library has one elevator.
  - To access the first floor of Horn Library from the Babson Parking Lot, follow the path to the left of the handicap accessible parking spaces.
    - **Option 1:** Enter Horn Computer Center and follow the path into Horn Library.
    - **Option 2:** Walk pass Horn Computer Center and enter Horn Library through the handicap accessible entrance on the right.

Refer to option 1: This is the entrance to Horn Computer Center. It would require door assistance to access.
Horn Library (cont.)

Refer to option 2: This is the handicap accessible entrance between Horn Library and Horn Computer Center.

- To access Horn Library or Horn Computer Center from the front of Horn Library, utilize the ramp next to Jazzman’s café to reach the side entrance mentioned above.

This is the ramp next to the side entrance of Horn Library.
This is the ramp next to Starbucks leading to Horn Library’s side entrance or the path to Horn Computer Center and Babson Hall.

➢ To access the elevator in Horn Library, locate the information desk and the small hallway to the left of it. This small hallway is between the Cutler Center and the information desk.

This is the small hallway in Horn Library which consists of restrooms and the elevator.
Math Resource Center:
- The Math Resource Center is in Babson Hall, but it has an entrance from outside with no stairs so it can be accessible, but it requires door assistance.

Writing Center:
- The Writing Center is in Babson Hall, but its handicap accessible entrance is opposite of the flagpoles outside Horn Library.

Babson Hall:
- Babson Hall has one handicap accessible entrance for the first floor, and another for the second floor.
- To access the 1st floor handicap accessible entrance, there are two options:
  Option 1: Follow the ramp outside the Writing Center, and then follow the ramp outside Jazzman’s Café to find Babson Hall’s handicap accessible entrance to the first floor on the right. It will be next to the Math Resource Center.
  
  Option 2: Enter Babson Parking Lot and follow the path to the left of the handicap accessible parking spaces. Follow the path and pass Horn Computer Center. Babson Hall’s handicap accessible entrance to the first floor will be on the left.
This is the handicap accessible parking spaces in Babson Parking Lot.

This is the path from the left of the handicap accessible spaces in Babson Parking Lot. The building in the background is Horn Computer Center.

- To access the 2nd floor handicap accessible entrance, enter Babson Parking lot and follow the path to the left of the handicap accessible parking spaces. Before reaching Horn Computer Center, make a U-turn to travel toward the ramp leading to the second floor of Babson Hall. The ramp leads to a handicap accessible entrance.
Babson Hall (cont.)

This is the ramp leading to the handicap accessible entrance to the 2nd floor of Babson Hall.

This is the handicap accessible entrance to the second floor for Babson Hall.
Luksic Hall

- Luksic Hall has handicap accessible parking right outside the front entrance.
- Luksic Hall has no entrance with handicap buttons. However, both the front and the back entrance do not have steps and can be easily accessible if door assistance is provided.
- Luksic Hall has one elevator. The front entrance leads to the first floor of Luksic Hall, and the back entrance is on the ground floor of Luksic Hall.

Handicap accessible parking is outside Luksic Hall’s main entrance.

After entering Luksic Hall through the main entrance, the elevator is directly ahead.

This is the pathway to the elevator upon entering Luksic Hall through the front entrance.
Luksic Hall (cont.)

Walk past the Exit sign and the elevator will be on the right.

![Image of the elevator on the first floor of Luksic Hall.](image_url)

This is the elevator on the first floor of Luksic Hall.

**The other option: the back entrance into Luksic Hall is facing the Blank Center. It will lead into the ground floor of Luksic, and the elevator will be on the left side after entering.**
Malloy Hall

- Malloy Hall’s closest handicap accessible parking is in Knight Parking Lot (outside the back entrance of Malloy Hall).
- Malloy Hall has one accessible entrance (opposite of the side facing Knight Parking Lot; it is on the side facing Olin Hall).
- There are handicap accessible restrooms available on the left upon entering.
- Malloy Hall has one elevator.

![Malloy Hall's handicap accessible entrance](image)

This is Malloy Hall’s handicap accessible entrance. Handicap accessible button upon entering the first door is located on the left, on the brick column (bottom left). Upon entering the second door, handicap accessible button is located on the right of the door (bottom right).

After entering through the entrance described above, the elevator will be directly in front, slightly to the left—it is a white door. Refer to the next page for visuals.

**To access this elevator, visit the Learning Center in Hollister Hall Room 122 for a key.**
Malloy Hall Lobby

This is Malloy's elevator and the only handicap accessible way to reach the 2nd floor. The screen door must be firmly shut to operate, and firmly shut when elevator is not used in order for it to be accessible from another floor.

The elevator will open on the second floor in the midst of faculty offices. Follow the pathway to the end and turn right to exit to classrooms on the 2nd floor of Malloy.

Left: This is the pathway to exit faculty offices. Turn right when reach the door.
Right: This is the entrance, next to the administrator's office, leading back into the faculty offices from the classrooms on Malloy 2nd Floor.
Olin Hall

- Handicap parking is available in Lunder Parking Lot (to the right of Olin Hall’s front entrance). The most accessible entrance from Lunder Parking Lot is the back.
- Olin Hall has three entrances: front, back (through Olin Café), and the left side which faces Malloy Hall). None of the entrances have steps and handicap accessible buttons, and thus may require door assistance.
- There is one elevator in Olin Hall.

Option 1: Enter Olin Hall through the main entrance which is on Babson College Drive.

This is Olin Hall’s front entrance.

Upon entering the front entrance, the elevator can be seen ahead on the left side.

The red circle points out the location of the elevator in the hallway. This is a view from the front entrance of Olin Hall.
Olin Hall (cont.)

Option 2: Enter Olin Hall from the side (facing Malloy Hall).

This is the side entrance of Olin Hall.

To access the elevator after entering through the side entrance, turn right.

This is the view of both the elevator and side entrance of Olin Hall.
Olin Hall (cont.)

Option 3: Enter Olin Hall from the back, through Olin Café. If utilizing handicap accessible parking in Lunder Parking Lot, follow the small path to the right of the handicap parking. The entrance through Olin Café will be on the left side. This entrance leads to the ground floor of Olin Hall.

This is the path from Lunder Parking Lot to Olin Hall's back entrance through Olin Café.

This is the back entrance of Olin Hall, from Lunder Parking Lot to Olin Café, which is on the ground floor.
Olin Hall Lobby

To access the elevator through this entrance, walk through the Olin Café while staying to the right of the staircase. On the right will be the elevator.

This is the view from the back entrance of Olin Hall.

This is the elevator on the ground floor of Olin Hall. It faces the right side of the staircase.
Park Manor Central

- For access to the Community Standards office, there is a ground floor entrance off the driveway side of the building.
Park Manor North

- The building has 1 ground floor level entrance on side of the building facing Mattos Hall, for access to the Foc'sle classroom.
Park Manor South

- For access to the Wellness Center there is a ground floor entry off side of the building next to the parking spaces.
Park Manor West

- There are two options to access the classrooms on the ground floor of the building. There is a ground floor entrance on the Tomasso side of the building.

Entering off of college drive, the main entrance is handicapped accessible with an elevator to the left after entering the lobby.
Park Manor West (cont.)
Reynolds Campus Center

- Reynolds has four entrances—front entrance near the information desk, two side entrances, and a back entrance near Dunkin Donuts. The side entrance near the front desk and the entrance near Dunkin Donuts are both handicap accessible. The other entrances have no steps and can be accessible with door assistance.
- Reynolds has one elevator.
  - Floor 1: Babson Bookstore, Sustainability Office, Information Desk, and Restrooms
  - Floor 1A: Reynolds Café & Dunkin Donuts
  - Floor 2: Game room, Mailroom, meeting rooms, connection to Sorenson 2nd floor, and connection to bridge to Hollister Hall
  - Floor 2A: Housing Operations and Residence Education Suite & Restrooms
- Reynolds has handicap accessible restrooms.
- Handicap parking is available in Hollister Parking Lot.

Entrances near information desk: 1st Floor. If entering from any entrance near the information desk, the elevator will be directly ahead. To access the elevator, walk past the Sustainability Office and turn left before the stairs to the Reynolds Café. In this hallway is both the restroom and elevator.

Entrances to Reynolds Café & Dunkin Donuts: Floor 1A. If entering from any entrance near Reynolds Café or Dunkin Donuts, the elevator will be to the right of the stairs leading down.
This is the handicap accessible entrance near Dunkin Donuts in Reynolds.

After entering Reynolds through the entrance near Dunkin Donuts, walk straight ahead to find the elevator on floor 1A next to the stairs.

This is the elevator on floor 1A.
Tomasso Hall

- Tomasso Hall's handicap accessible entrance is facing campus (the other entrance is facing Forest Street). There is a ramp on the right to get to the entrance.
- Tomasso Hall has one elevator.
- The closest parking lot with handicap accessibility is Lunder Parking Lot.
**Tomasso Hall Lobby**

After entering, the elevator will be on the right.

This is the view of the elevator from Tomasso's handicap accessible entrance.

When exiting Tomasso Hall, utilize the handicap access buttons.

These images all show the handicap accessible buttons to use while exiting Tomasso Hall.
Trim Dining Hall

- Trim and Hollister Parking Lots both have handicap accessible parking spaces.
- Trim’s front entrance is handicap accessible.
- Connected to Trim Dining Hall is Sorenson Visual Arts Center, which is not handicap accessible but does not have steps so it is accessible with door assistance provided.

This is Trim Dining Hall’s main entrance. Handicap access buttons are on the right of the door.

After entering through Trim Dining Hall’s main entrance, the elevator to the dining area is past the table where students and faculty are required to swipe in or pay for their meal.

The elevator in Trim Dining Hall is across from the table where meals are charged.